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How to reduce memory allocation 
overhead on the card 

You can reduce memory allocation and deallocation overhead by using 
persistent data on the card where it is possible. As mentioned earlier, 
offload compiler provides alloc_if and free_if modifiers for achieving this 
goal.  

By default any time your application enters and leaves an offload construct 
the alloc_if and free_if are invoked implicitly with argument 1 (true).  

If the free_if is invoked with 0 (false), the memory allocated by the 
offload code will not be freed when application returns from the offload 
construct, so the memory can be reused later during subsequent offload 
calls. Similarly no new allocation will be performed if alloc_if is invoked 
with 0. In this case your application will reuse existing memory which was 
allocated in a previous call.  

If you want just to allocate or free memory without data transfer you can 
specify nocopy keyword along with alloc_if and free_if modifiers.  
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Example:  

STEP 1: allocate memory on the card and leave it there using alloc_if(.TRUE.) and free_if(.FALSE.):  
 
!DIR$ OFFLOAD_TRANSFER target(mic:0) nocopy(hostMem:length(num_elements) alloc_if(.TRUE.) 
free_if(.FALSE.))  

STEP 2: Reuse the memory allocated in the previous call by using alloc_if(.FALSE.) and free_if(.FALSE.):  
 
!DIR$ OFFLOAD target(mic:0) inout(hostMem:length(num_elements) alloc_if(.FALSE.) free_if(.FALSE.))  
   !compute using the data  
   …   

STEP 3: Free memory that was allocated in STEP 1 by using alloc_if(.FALSE.) and free_if(.TRUE.):  
 
!DIR$ OFFLOAD_TRANSFER target(mic:0) nocopy(hostMem:length(num_elements) alloc_if(.FALSE.) 
free_if(.TRUE.))  
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!DIR$ OFFLOAD_TRANSFER target(mic:0) & 

  & nocopy(data:length(DATA_LENGTH_AL) alloc_if(.TRUE.) free_if(.FALSE.)) & 

  & nocopy(histogramTarget:length(HISTOGRAM_LENGTH_AL) alloc_if(.TRUE.) free_if(.FALSE.) )  

  !main loop 

  while totalrun < THRESHOLD do  

    run = 0.0 

    compute = 0.0 

    call CUDAPORT_StartTimer(run) !start run timer 

    !DIR$ OFFLOAD begin target(mic:0) &  

      & in(data:length(DATA_LENGTH_AL) alloc_if(.FALSE.) free_if(.TRUE.)) & 

      & inout(histogramTarget:length(HISTOGRAM_LENGTH_AL) alloc_if(.FALSE.) free_if(.FALSE.)) & 

      & inout(compute)  

        call CUDAPORT_StartTimer(compute) !Start compute timer 

        call Histogram256Target(data, histogramTarget) 

        call CUDAPORT_StopTimer(compute) !Stop compute timer 

    !DIR$ end OFFLOAD 

    call CUDAPORT_StopTimer(run) !stop run timer 

 

    totalrun = totalrun + run  

    totalcompute = totalcompute + compute 

    totaloverhead = totaloverhead + (run – compute) 

 

    times = times + 1 

enddo 

!DIR$ OFFLOAD_TRANSFER target(mic:0) & 

    & nocopy(data:length(DATA_LENGTH_AL) alloc_if(.FALSE.) free_if(.TRUE.)) & 

    & nocopy(histogramTarget:length(HISTOGRAM_LENGTH_AL) alloc_if(.FALSE.) free_if(.TRUE.)) 

Note that we used nocopy keyword in the first 
and third offload regions to avoid data transfer 


